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Editorial

We need to rethink our water management
and food security policy
Kenya is not a water scarce region by
any degree. We experience torrents
and flooding every other season and
ironically whether it rains or shines we
suffer the consequences. Our principal
problem is lack of policies to guide water
management. Collection, storage,
usage. We never talk about these three
important pillars until we have a crisis.

T

he failure of the November long
rains last season has plunged
Kenya into one of the worst
drought crisis in recent history.
Considering that a bad weather year is
always a bad economic year, stakeholders
in the agriculture industry can tell you
it’s tough. Economic analysts have given
the 2017 forecast with caution citing the
dry spell as a factor in how our growth
behaves.

The images we have seen in the media
tell tales of hunger, starvation and
misery that come with paucity of water.
Vegetation, animals and humans have not
been spared while reports of permanent
rivers drying up are everywhere.

Part of the measures the government
has undertaken is import food from
Asia, specifically Saudi Arabia, a country
that is a desert. Our best example of a
successful agriculture nation remains
Israel, the tiny Middle East farming giant
that has innovated some of the world’s
best technologies chief among these the
drip irrigation. Israel is small in size, has
no water of its own and is in a desert.
Yet the land of the Jews is a major
exporter of farm produce and agriculture
technology all over the world. Those
who have followed the history of Israel
have heard about the Kibbutz where the
world converges to learn about farming.
Jerusalem imported water and soil to
create its farmlands. In Kenya, whose
geographical spread is many times that
of Israel, with two rainy seasons per
year, seasonal and permanent rivers has
no excuse for drying up when rains fail
for one season.

The consolation though is this is not a We must craft and enforce policies
Kenya only challenge, the whole of East for water collection and storage.
Africa is facing a serious drought.
Water tanks, dams, pans coupled with
aforestation are among the activities
As worrying as this state of affairs is and requiring prioritizing in the national
should be, this is not the time to fret. agenda to mitigate against drought and
Rather it is time to reflect. Going by the resulting food insecurity.
weathermen projections, the current
situation is a cycle. This being the Speaking of food insecurity, not all
case, did we take adequate measures parts of the country suffer scarcity
to live through the cycle without the all the time. Our food basket regions
devastating effects sweeping through produce abundantly in good seasons
the nation? The answer is obviously no. but the country lacks a strategic food
Otherwise we wouldn’t be asking the reserve policy with a deliberate plan
question whose answer stares us on the to always collect and safely keep all
face.
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surplus produce as well as mop up at a
profit to enable farmers keep producing.
This should be done in tandem with a
streamlined distribution system where
food moves from areas of surplus to
areas of need to balance the equation. It
is always sad to see food going to waste
in certain parts of the country when
elsewhere in the same nation other
people are dying of hunger.
As we manage this, can we also
commercialize pastoralism so pastoralists
stop thinking stocks and instead look at
their livestock as a tangible economic
not a cultural activity? It is no longer
tenable to move herds around leading
to unending most of the times conflicts
referred to as cattle rustling. It’s time
community owned ranches were created
where the livestock keepers can rear
and sell their animals. Probably this is
an idea the county governments of the
Northern frontier should embrace under
the devolved system of government
and convert the communities into
commercial livestock farmers whose
beef, mutton and other categories
of meat could even be exported. We
have the potential to turn around their
fortunes and assimilate the pastoralists
into the modern way of life.
Not to say there hasn’t been effort
towards realizing the above. What we
at Elgon Kenya are saying is we need to
scale up and give agriculture a mighty
push towards a goal of attaining food
security because we believe it is doable.
We are doing it as mentioned in our
Director Bimal Kantaria’s colum on the
next page.
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Director’s Message

Making Kenya a land of plenty is our goal

T

welve years ago, African heads of states
meeting in Mozambique made what
was then billed as one of the iconic
declarations in helping the continent
put to a stop the eclectic hunger and halt the
food insecurity cycle. Dubbed the “Maputo
Declaration on Agriculture and Food Security
in Africa” the document contained several life
changing resolutions but prominent among
them was the “commitment to the allocation
of at least 10 percent of national budgetary
resources to agriculture and rural development
policy implementation within five years”. Fast
forward to 2017 and only a fraction of African
nations have actually met that resolve. Kenya
was among the signatories of the declaration.
And although we have missed the mark on
meeting these commitments, it can’t escape
anyone that Kenya has invested heavily in
addressing food shortage.
This is exemplified by the unprecedented
number of agriculture related innovations and
the increase in investment by both government
and private sector. Indeed such resolve cannot
be left to government alone. That is why I speak
with a lot of pride and conviction at the active
participation the private sector has showcased
in recent past in making agriculture flourish.
At Elgon Kenya 2016 was successful looking at
the journey we have walked since we made a
vow to return dignity to the soil and work with
farmers in making food production enjoyable
and rewarding.
We celebrated the 4th anniversary of the
National Farmers Awards, a fete that has become
an important event in our farming calendar that
brings together soil and status as farmers mingle
with the high and the mighty to celebrate the
fruit of their hands. For us it is always one of
the best moments to witness a farmer hold a
trophy and talk about the sweetness of the soil.
This year we celebrate the 5th anniversary of
the awards marking an important milestone in
our support for farming. I wish the applicants
all the best and look forward to meeting the
winners later in the year. I am grateful to the
government for walking with us in redefining
public private partnership through the awards.
I thank the Cabinet secretary in the Ministry of
Agriculture Hon. Willy Bett and his team for
believing in our idea and offering us unwavering
support in actualizing it.
Last year also saw us begin what we feel is
going to grow into one of the most important
aspects in our farmers’ lives; the plant clinics.
These special meetings bring together farmers
and agricultural experts in one forum to discuss
vital issues in the industry and identify gaps
with a view to finding lasting solutions. Having
conducted a number of the plant clinics, we
have been overwhelmed by the responses. Our
intention this year is to roll out the clinics to as

many counties as possible. To make it easier and
faster to respond to farmers inquiries we have
scaled up the Farm Clinics by setting up an online version. Farmers need immediate answers
to farm problems and the on-farm clinic will
strive to give diagnosis as quickly as possible
through our agronomists who are on call to
attend to all the questions.
The online clinic marks our foray into an
e-farming platform to tap into the growing role
of technology in agriculture. The development
seeks to align the company to the needs of a
changing agriculture sector brought on by
Information Technology that has seen farmers
increasingly turn to the internet in search of
knowledge.
Elgon Kenya has also unveiled an online portal that enables farmers to place orders at
the convenience of their farms. The portal,
www.elgonkenya.co.ke is interactive and
easily navigable giving users easier access to
the company’s products. The online shopping
portal is paired with other services like delivery of inputs to the farm regardless of the
quantity, cutting out middlemen and lengthy
logistical constraints.
At the same, we have established an information
centre at our offices to give farmers the critical
knowledge needed in agribusiness. Here,
farmers can come in free of charge to be
advised on important farm decisions required to
sustain a productive farm.
In 2016 we continued forming formidable
partnerships with respected institutions both
local and international to roll out innovations
in line with our mantra of transforming farms
and lives through technology. The partnerships
have made it possible to have crucial molecules
for combating farm emergencies. By the time
of going to print, the Ministry of Agriculture
was grappling with the army worm invasion
that threatens the country’s food security
having spread to 13 counties. Out of the nine
agrochemicals recommended for the pest, four
are from Elgon Kenya, an indication of how
partnerships with multinational agriculture
science firms is key to food security. These
include Coragen, Avaunt, Fastac and Vantex.
When the invasive tuta absoluta hit the
country two years ago, Elgon Kenya was the
only company with a product – Coragen from
Du Pont- that was immediately available for
fighting the pest.
We have partnered with UPL to unveil a water
absorbent granule, Zeba that absorbs up to
400 times its original fight in water and water
soluble nutrients present in soil which form
themselves into gels. The water is released
when required by plants.
Our seeds department has ensured that farmers
have timely access to high yielding, fast

Director Elgon Kenya.
maturing and stress tolerant varieties while we
package fertilizers and seeds in smaller therefore
cheaper units to enable the smallholder farmer
to buy.
One of our biggest partnerships so far is joining
forces with respected seed company, Pannar
Seed in distributing its hybrid maize varieties
that boost yields and tolerate changing weather
patterns to boost food production. Maize remains
Kenya’s staple food and the key food security
crop for which we need more improved varieties
to safeguard continuous production. Pannar seed
and Elgon Kenya have many things in common,
one of which is being among the oldest agriculture
companies despite being in different countries.
Elgon Kenya is striving to move to the next level
and assume an international face and through
partnerships with global firms this will be fast
tracked. Elgon Kenya is the largest agri-input
supplier and has a vast supply chain network
across Kenya. Pannar Seed, a dynamic South
African seed group is one of the largest field crop
seed breeders, producers and suppliers in Africa
and is a respected member of the international
seed industry. PANNAR has been in the African
seed business since its inception in Greytown,
South Africa in 1958. It has its own seed businesses
in nine countries in Africa, including South
Africa, and sells through established marketing
networks into many other African countries. At
Elgon Kenya we have our own established outlets
throughout Kenya seamlessly fitting into Pannar’s
distribution requirements by virtue of our having
a firm grip in key agricultural sectors like cereals,
seeds, irrigation, tea and coffee which attract
the bulk of food producers in Kenya.
We have also inked a deal with number one IPM
firm, Dudutech in availing select pest control
solutions for horticulture that have received
international recognition as effective and
environmental friendly. Horticulture is a key
agricultural export with markets demanding
safer foods and environmental stewardship. We
are proud to supply products that give growers
confidence to deliver safe products for markets
sustainability. After making strides in 2016 we
look forward to working with all of you in making
Kenya a country of plenty in 2017 and beyond.
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Floriculture

JKIA upgrading has further blossomed Kenyas'
flower industry and we toast to that.
the US have had to make a stopover in
another country with the same ranking,
usually in Europe or the Middle East. The
long distance from Africa to the US puts
Kenya and other African countries at a
disadvantage, translating to high costs
of production.
The multiple connections make the trip
longer and compromises on on-time
performance as there may be connection
delays and missed connections, while
multiple handling in the hubs exposes
cargo to handling challenges that may
reduce or degrade quality.

Baiju Kantaria
Director Elgon Kenya.

T

he recent upgrading of the Jomo
Kenyatta International Airport to
Category A status allowing nonstop flights between Kenya and
United States is one of Kenya’s greatest
landmarks. One of the key beneficiaries
is the flower industry that has in the
recent past made significant inroads
in the US but with limited access due
the long distance to one of the world’s
biggest market.
Kenya has traditionally counted on
the EU market for its flower exports
where it commands 40 per cent of the
market. However, over reliance on the
bloc has occasionally affected earnings
due to volatile prices arising from
competition with traditional rivals like
Ecuador leading to the need for market
diversification. The European financial
crisis, Britain’s exit from the EU and the
collapse of the Russian currency brought
into sharp focus the urgency to look
elsewhere for new buyers.
Though Kenya has put on a spirited
campaign to market her unique and high
quality flower varieties in the US market
by sending delegations and exhibitors to
some of the most prolific flower expos
like the Miami Flower Show, getting our
flowers to this market has proven a tall
order. Without the Category 1 rating
conferred on Kenya by the Federal
Aviation Administration, all flights to
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This is why the JKIA upgrading has
been received with open arms by the
horticulture industry among other
segments of the economy.
Exporters say they will be able to save
up to 20 per cent of cargo operating
costs while reducing the number of days
it takes to transport export cargo from
seven to one.
The enthusiasm in the industry following
this development has been palpable. I
remember reading a tweet from the
sector’s umbrella body, the Kenya Flower
Council which welcomed the move and
expressed eagerness to deliver Kenyan
flowers to the US. The Council hopes
flights will be in place by June, in time
for the International Floriculture Expo
in Chicago, which would definitely be a
major score for us.
Direct access to the US market also
means Kenyan flowers finally get to have
their own identity. Traditionally and in
certain circumstances the exports have
been sold in wholesale flower auctions,
repackaged in Europe and re-exported
to the US where consumers have no idea
the beautiful bouquets are Kenyan. With
direct flights to the Free World we can
finally earn bragging rights for our world
beating produce joining our athletes
who have made a name for Kenya out
there.
It is worth noting the US market had
started warming up to the Kenyan
flowers even before the upgrading of
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JKIA. According to 2016 figures by IAG
Cargo, the cargo handling division of
the International Airlines Group, flower
volumes destined for the US increased
by more than 50 percent in previous
year’s season, with popular destinations
including Vancouver and New York.
This increase in shipments reflects a
wider trend: increased e-commerce has
enabled buyers, particularly in the US,
to source flowers directly from farmers,
predominantly Kenyan.
The sixth edition of the International
Flower Expo (IFTEX 2017) organized
by HPP takes place in Nairobi June7-9
with reports indicating it is attracting
increased buyers from the US keen to
sample and source Kenyan flowers at
home. HPP says the show is already full
with huge confirmations from buyers all
over the word especially the US in the
wake of JKIA elevation. According to the
international flower shows organizer,
the China fair held in March was a major
plus for the Kenya as Chinese trooped
to Guangzhou to see our flowers. Many
Chinese buyers are travelling to Nairobi
in June for IFTEX after seeing the
magnificent display of Kenya produce.
The same script played in Los Vegas
after the last HPP flower show where
Americans were mesmerized with the
high quality and size of Kenyan cut
roses. The direct flights have led to
more Americans expressing interest to
visit Kenya for our flowers, HPP says.
As a follow-up to these developments
HPP has launched a visitors promotion
campaign in China and the US to attract
buyers to attend the Kenya flower show.
HPP will sponsor floriculture journalists
to attend IFTEX so they can promote
the Kenya flower through media outlets
back home.
At Elgon Kenya we are excited with
these developments considering we
supply more than 50 per cent of the
sector inputs with a growing portfolio of
products and services. We have pledged
to participate in and support activities
geared towards keeping Kenya’s flower
industry blossoming.

Cover Story

Elgon Kenya is now a Superbrand

Rajnikant N. Kantaria
Chairman:

E

lgon Kenya has been awarded
the 2017-2018 Superbrands East
Africa status, becoming the
first agrochemicals company in
the region in what affirms its growing
commitment to innovate and position
its products and services to better
serve its customers.
The prestigious award provides
many fascinating insights into how
the leading companies in the region
grew their brands, often from humble
beginnings, to powerful and trusted
household names today.
The brands selected for inclusion in the
award underwent a rigorous selection
process through independent research
and Council grading. Elgon, like the
other brands has been provided with
a special Seal which confirms its
Superbrands Status.
According to the judging panel, Elgon
Kenya attained the status for its
unique business model and customer
oriented approach that has seen it
bring to the market some of the most
trusted services and addressing vital
challenges in agriculture, a sector
that contributes over 25 per cent to
the national purse while providing
livelihoods to millions of Kenyans.
Of particular interest to the judges
was the pivotal role Elgon Kenya has
taken in the National Farmers Awards,
now in their fifth year, with the scheme

being hailed as a game changer in
entrenching more people, especially
women and youth, into farming, at a
time when a ballooning population is
exerting pressure on food. The award
scheme has also created a network
of soil celebrities that have inspired
more into the noble profession of
farming. Heartfelt appreciation to
Elgon Kenya’s formidable partners
who have made this dream a success
including the Ministry of Agriculture
and the county governments and
private sector players BASF, Arysta
LifeScience, Bayer, Dupont, Excel
Crop Care and Nation Media.
Elgon’s farmers clinic which are now
in their fourth edition also caught
the Superbrands judging panel. The
clinics which brings together farmers
and experts in one roof to deliberate
on the sector’s biting issues while
farmers look for lasting solutions to
their farming woes are working to
bridge the information gap that has
been occasioned by the dwindling
number of government sponsored
extension officers in the country.
The clinics have returned roaring
success with more farmers insisting
the clinics have been timely at a time
when it has become increasingly tough
to produce crops. The plant clinics
are also a shot in the arm of the
agriculture sector as the country now
counts on it sectors to help it propel
to mid economic status through the
country’s economic blue print Vision
2030.
The clinics are one of the many
interventions
Elgon
Kenya
has
embarked on to ensure that farmers
do not feel neglected when producing
food. It is a resolve and a philosophy
the company has taken to heart
aware that food security can only
be achieved in the country if the
farmers receive the requisite support.
The company has also launched an
information center located at its
headquarters which is fully equipped
with agronomists allowing farmers to
have round the clock advice on any
agriculture related queries they might

have.
“Attaining the Superbrands status is
a landmark moment in the company’s
history and it goes to re affirm our
never ending commitment to our
customers, walking with them,
listening to them and providing
innovative solutions that will ensure
that they go on with their businesses
uninterrupted. We see ourselves as
partners to our customers, growing
together and guided by the mantra of
people, planet and profit,” said Mr.
Bimal Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Director.
The power of networks and strategic
partnership with respected global
brands across the value chain has
equally been pivotal in writing the
success story of Elgon Kenya. “Our
partners are a key asset in the running
of our business. Working with them
has helped us understand the global
dynamics of businesses and transfer
some key lessons to our customers
back home in what has created a win
win solution for all,” Mr. Kantaria
added.
Indeed Elgon Kenya remains eternally
indebted to its members of staff who
have dedicated their commitment
with zeal and unmatched passion in
shaping up the Elgon Kenya brand for
more than 100 years.
Superbrand status now strengthens
the Elgon Kenya brand’s position, adds
prestige and sets the brand apart from
its competitors.

AWARDED
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Pannar Elgon Partnership

Elgon Kenya appointed DuPont maize seed
distributor in Kenya

Mr. Mahesh Sharma,
Head of Business in agriculture,
Elgon Kenya
PANNAR SEED, a DuPont seed business in
Africa, today announced the appointment
of a local leading agro input dealer, Elgon
Kenya, as its distributor in Kenya for its maize
hybrids. Through this strategic partnership,
Elgon which has worked for many years with
farmers in Kenya will distribute selected
PANNAR maize varieties to farmers, beginning
in the 2017 sales season.
“The partnership with Elgon is an extension
of a long standing relationship with DuPont
and aligns with our strategy to collaborate
to address the challenges which impact
the productivity of smallholder farmers in
Kenya,” said Humphrey Kiruaye, Commercial
Leader for DuPont’s seed business in Kenya
“Elgon’s strong presence and breadth within
the market will augment our footprint and
address these challenges by giving Kenyan
maize farmers access to seed in the market.”
Elgon Kenya is the largest agri-input supplier
and has a vast supply chain network across
Kenya. The company offers farmers a one
stop shop for agrochemicals, seeds and
fertilizer in the market.
Elgon Kenya Managing Director Bimal Kantaria
called on farmers to embrace certified
pioneer high bred seeds since this is the
first step towards better yields and success
in farming. “We have to adapt to changing
conditions and ensure that our farmers have
easier and timely access to varieties that
can comfortably feed them and the nation.
We are glad our partnership with PANNAR is
steering this resolve forward,” Mr. Kantaria
said.
The partnership is a welcome relief as it
seeks to address the yawning difference
between seed supply and demand and fight
hunger across the country.
More than 1.3 million Kenyan farmers have
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land but no maize seeds to plant according
to the studies. This coming at a time when
over 10 million Kenyans are still food
insecure. To the farmers who have access
to the seeds they rely on retained seeds,
the seeds from the previous harvest,
because of their availability and the low
cost in acquiring them. The trouble with the
retained seeds is that they are susceptible
to diseases, and cannot withstand the
changing weather conditions. Infact these
retained seeds, have yields of 25-30 percent
lower than the yield of hybrid seeds in the
first harvest. In harvests after that, yield
tends to drop 50 percent. Ultimately this
leads to dismal yields and the cycle of food
insecurity continues.
The over reliance on traditional inferior
seeds was to blame for the fatal maize
disease that wiped thousands of acres
of maize crops in Kenya's breadbasket
areas of threatening millions of Kenyans
with starvation in 2012 and which has
since resurfaced. Scientists attributed the
resurgence to farmers failing to heed to
warnings on planting and using seeds from
previous harvest.
The disease was also blamed on fake seeds
which have been rounds in the market
with farmers especially in Rift and Central
Kenya, who predominantly grow maize,
having fallen prey to unscrupulous traders
who have been packaging fake seeds and
passing them as genuine.
By adopting hybrid seed and using improved
farming inputs and techniques, participating
farmers will be able to achieve significant
productivity gains and increase their yields
two-fold or more.
Elgon Kenya has a firm grip in key agricultural
sectors like cereals, seeds, irrigation, tea
and coffee which attract the bulk of food
producers in Kenya. The company has rolled
key interventions and low cost innovations
targeting smallholder farmers key among
them miniature irrigation kits, low cost
greenhouse sheeting materials, fertilizer
packaging, a farmers clinic program and an
annual farmers reward scheme now in its
fifth anniversary.
Pannar Seed a dynamic South African
seed group has extensive research and
development at its core. It is one of the
largest field crop seed breeders, producers
and suppliers in Africa and is a respected
member of the international seed industry.
PANNAR has been in the African seed business
since its inception in Greytown, South Africa
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in 1958. It has its own seed businesses in
nine countries in Africa, including South
Africa, and sells through established
marketing networks into many other African
countries. It has its own research and
commercial operations in Argentina and
research and genetics licensing businesses
servicing the United States and Europe.
The New varieties that Elgon Kenya will be
distributing on behalf of PANNAR Seed are;
PAN 3M-01
 Very early maturing hybrid which is highly
adaptable
 Very good leaf disease tolerance including
Grey Leaf Spot, Northern Corn Leaf Blight,
Maize Streak virus and Phaesosphaeria
leaf spot
 Flint grained hybrid
 Days to physiological maturity: 90- 100
days
 Good husk cover with excellent
standability
 Potential yield of 20-25 bags (90 kgs) per
acre
PAN 4M-19 /21
 Early maturing hybrid with good drought
tolerance
 Flint grain with good husk cover
 Very good leaf disease tolerance including
the Maize Streak Virus among others
 Days to physiological maturity: 115-125
days
 Yield potential: 30-35 bags (90kgs) per
acre
PAN 691/PAN 683
 PAN 691 is a legendary hybrid for the
high altitude zones, with PAN 683 being
an excellent complimentary, with both of
them being firm favourite among leading
commercial farmers in the East African
highlands
 They have good standability, will not
lodge (fall), and therefore can be machine
harvested
 They have excellent leaf disease,
tolerance including- Common Rust,
Northern Corn Leaf Blight (NCLB) and
Grey Leaf Spot (GLS)
 They have excellent stay green quality
 Has good husk cover and gives good
quality semi flint grains
 Days to maturity; 150-170 days
 For maximum returns in high altitude
areas, it is recommended planting of the
two varieties in a season
 High yield potential of 45-50 bags (90kgs)
per acre, as they predominantly give large
double cobs with medium flint grains.

Women in the Workplace

Elgon Kenya reaps benefits of having women
in the workplace

W

ith numerous studies showing
a correlation between inclusion of women in companies’
decision making and overall productivity of such companies, Elgon Kenya
Limited is reaping the benefits of having women steer its operations through
its elaborate gender inclusivity policy.
Elgon Kenya is guided by the belief that
embracing women in the workplace
not only empowers them but is a key
ingredient to the company’s bottom
line. “It is our policy to encourage
women to take up various positions
in the company because we believe
they are as capable as anyone else to
execute the duties of the company.
We have been privileged to have many
women respond to our clarion call and
we hope to keep steering this policy
going forward,” said Bimal Kantaria
director at Elgon Kenya.
From the packaging department,
accounting and legal departments,
women have risen to the occasion and
have embraced their positions while
executing their duties with celestial
zeal.
Leena Sodha a finance director
at Elgon Kenya has been with the
company since she graduated in the
late 1990s. Leena has taken a keen
eye on the metamorphosis that the
company has been going through
and believes that the biggest gains
made in the history of the company
is the recognition of the importance
of women in senior management
positions. “Margaret Thatcher once
said if you want anything done, ask a
woman. Women are the best jugglers,
balancing their family life and their
homes and still giving their best to
their careers. At Elgon Kenya Ltd I can
certainly confirm that behind every
successful woman here, there is a
tribe of other successful women who
have her back,” she said.
Rehema Mutunga heads the legal
department and prides herself with
having been trained in the best
institutions in the land, with seven

years’ experience as an advocate of
the high court of Kenya in private
practice in litigation, conveyancing,
commercial and business transactions,
and general legal practice. Her duties
at Elgon Kenya include providing in
house legal support to the company,
managing the litigation function of the
company, negotiating, drafting and
reviewing different legal documents in
conveyancing, commercial agreements
for the company, providing legal
opinions to the company on different
legal issues and assisting in ensuring
compliance with various laws including
others.
Harjit Kaur has been an accountant
with Elgon Kenya since 2012 overseeing
payroll and checking the overall staff
welfare in matters accounts. “There
is a sense of togetherness, team
work and strong family bond working
at Elgon Kenya. I personally feel
empowered as a woman to pursue the
very best in me while working here,”
she said.
The insurance department is now ably
handled by Milcah Yulo Mutolo whose
portfolio includes risk improvement
and claims handling. Milcah who
holds a diploma in Insurance from the
Insurance Institute of India, with a
15 year work experience is all joy for
working in a company that helps her
actualize his dreams while providing
a level playing field for all staff. “It
is quite an honour to have the chance
to work in a company that appreciates
the pivotal role of women in business
growth of the company which
translates into a country’s economic
growth. It is equally heartwarming
to see the mechanisms Elgon Kenya
has put in place to encourage female
workers to grow and prosper,” she
said.
Sarah Bibo is Elgon Kenya’s senior
agronomist in charge of Murang’a,
Kirinyaga and Kiambu counties working
with farmers in helping them boost
farm productivity in a field that has
traditionally been dominated by men.
“I have climbed through the ranks

to get to where I am because of the
faith Elgon Kenya has had in me. In
an area that would predominantly
be a preserve of men, the company
has been my daily dose of motivation
and everyday I want to keep soaring.
I have always felt empowered as a
woman to break the ceilings and go
the extra mile since I joined Elgon
Kenya,” Sarah said.
Catherine Musembi has risen through
the ranks since joining Elgon Kenya as
a store clerk to assistant purchasing
manager and is now the purchasing
manager
in
the
procurement
department.
Catherine who has a training
background in procurement has always
been grateful to Elgon Kenya for
chaperoning her career path and the
many platforms it has given women
to grow. “I have grown tremendously
since joining the company and I
am always proud seeing my efforts
appreciate. I am equally overjoyed
by the chances Elgon Kenya has given
women to excel and for believing in
us. As women we always feel at home
in Elgon Kenya,” she said.
Nidhi Premall Bhatt specializes in
debt management and handling at the
small scale division of Elgon Kenya.
An alumnus of University of Baroda
in India, Nidhi has over five years’
experience working in the floriculture
industry in India, Uganda and Kenya.
“It is such a huge honour to work in
a company that embraces gender
inclusivity and champions the rights of
women in the workplace,” she said.
Sentiments echoed by Bimal Kantaria
who believes the company owes its
success to the dedication of its staff
key among them women. “We have
seen firsthand the power of women in
the workplace. We have seen so much
commitment and zeal, and that is why
we want to create more opportunities
and platforms to uplift our women
and encourage them to keep rising,
because empowering a woman, is
empowering a nation,” Bimal added.
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The ‘rechargeable water battery’ set to redefine
farming
“Zeba gives crop growers the ultimate benefit, allowing them to save water and key nutrients which would
ordinarily be lost through leaching for example. Growers are therefore able to utilize two key aspects of
plant growth without having to spend more”
post-patent products in the world.
The company’s efficient formulation
and manufacturing processes offer
extremely cost effective solutions for
crop protection problems.

K

Vikash Jain
Head of Crop Nutrition

enya’s smallholder farmers are
grappling with the worst climate
since
records
began,
with
depressed rainfall taking a toll on
yields. Industry players have fronted
irrigation as an alternative to curb the
weather vagaries and guarantee year
round food production. However, the
cost of installing irrigation materials
remain prohibitive for majority of
small scale farmers. Yet demand for
food has continue to soar with reports
and analysts warning it could be recipe
for chaos.
But in the midst of the tough situation
farmers find themselves in, a
revolutionary technology is promising
to redefine agriculture. Dubbed Zeba,
the innovation now in Kenya has been
made possible thanks to a partnership
between leading agro input company
Elgon Kenya and with global plant
health and seed company UPL.
UPL has positioned itself as a leading
global producer of crop protection
products, with a wide portfolio that
includes
fumigants,
insecticides,
herbicides,
fungicides,
speciality
chemicals
and
other
industrial
chemicals. It operates in every
continent with offices in 23 countries
and customers in 86 countries, making
it one of the leading producers of
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Zeba is a soil enhancer, in form of
granules, which expands when it
detects water or moisture in its
surrounding. It is capable of extending
more than 400 its size, trapping water
and nutrients which it then releases
only when the plant needs them. It is
capable of giving back to the plant, up
to 95 per cent of the water it holds and
remains effective for over a year.
“This is one of the most transformatory
technologies we have had in the
market. It allows farmers to save
water while ensuring that no nutrients
are lost through for example leaching.
And at a time when water conservation
means everything to farmers, this
technology couldn’t have come at a
better time,” said Mr. Bimal Kantaria,
Elgon Kenya Director.
With water readily available to the
plant, heat and water stress is reduced,
allowing the plant to devote its energy
to producing larger fruit, vegetables
and blooms. Zeba's 'bound water' does
not cause an oversaturation of water
around the root structure, which can
be damaging to plant roots. Because
Zeba reduces the leaching of water
and chemicals into the soil, less inputs
are needed which promotes more
responsible farming.
“Zeba gives crop growers the ultimate
benefit, allowing them to save water
and key nutrients which would
ordinarily be lost through for example
leaching. Growers are therefore able to
utilize two key aspects of plant growth
without having to spend more,” said
Nishant Pahuja the UPL Business Head
for Africa.
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Repeated
independent
testing
over seven years has shown Zeba
significantly
accelerates
seedling
emergence and strengthens stand
establishment, resulting in consistent
growth and higher-quality plants
with less water and reduced inputs.
The expansion and contraction of
each particle in response to water
availability and demand helps aerate
the soil, providing more oxygen to the
plant's root system. Zeba also helps
thicken lawns while minimizing dry,
brown spots.
“Researchers have sounded the
alarm that changes in weather will
hit Africa especially because a huge
population relies on agriculture for
their livelihood. But we have to also
be ahead of weather vagaries and
technologies like Zeba allows us to
practice year round uninterrupted
farming especially now when demand
for food has reached unprecedented
highs,” said Savesh Kumar, the African
Head of Marketing at UPL.
The nontoxic and biodegradable
product has been trialed on a host
of crops including onions, dry beans,
snap beans potatoes and flowers with
growers recording between five and
10 per cent increase in yields and
doubling their returns on investment.
This new partnership is one of the
many that Elgon Kenya continues to
foster with likeminded partners as it
seeks to look for smart and productive
ways of producing food especially at
a time when changes in weather is
altering how farmers grow food.
Zeba can be found at Elgon Kenya head
office and in all Elgon Kenya stockists
across the country.

™

Global Hardware

Introducing Novolam
Melamine Finishes that Last
By: Sonae Novobord

Novolam melamine finished particle
board is the best choice for creating an
outstanding interior design statement.
We, at Global Hardware, now supply
Novolam (from Sonae Novobord, S.A.) 9’
x 6’ boards in your choice of 16 mm or
18 mm thicknesses. We’ve chosen these
boards because of their superior quality,
sustainable manufacturing practices and
adherence to European and American
health standards. Novolam boards are
pressed with E0 glue, which meets
the highest European and American
formaldehyde emission standards.
We supply low formaldehyde 8’ x 4’
MDF boards from other manufacturers
like Dongwha.
The Novolam Collection is available in
three finishes: Silhouette, Alpine and
Textured. Each provide a unique ‘look
and feel’.

Interior Applications: kitchens ● shop fitting ● shelving ● office furniture ● built-in cupboards ● display units ● wardrobes ●
partitions ● headboards ● paneling ● occasional tables ● bathroom cabinets ● room dividers ● wall units
16 mm: Supreme White
18 mm: Supreme White ● Cherry Royale ● Sahara ● Washed Shale ● Lunar Ash ● Royal Mahogany ● Natural Oak ● Indian Ebony
● Memphis Cherry ● Cascade ● Smoked Cedar
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Global Hardware

Bosch Power Tools Team Visits Global Hardware

S

eptember
2016,
the
Executive Team from the
Bosch Power Tools Division
paid Global Hardware a visit.
They even had time to have
some fun with our hands-on
demonstration area.
Global Hardware supplies Bosch
Professional Blue Power Tools
and accessories for trade and
industry. Get the power of Bosch
in your team’s hands.
Drills: GBM1000 ● GSB1300 ●
GMB1600RE ● GSR1800-LI ●
GSB1080-2-LI
Grinders: GWS 7-100 ● GWS 6700
● GWS22-180H ● GWS22-230H
Hammers:
5-40D

GBH2-20D

●

GBH

Top Photo (left to right): Vonjy Rajakoba
(Bosch Power Tools & Accessories Sales in
Africa), Paul Schuetzeichel (Power Tools in
East Africa, Henrik De Jaeger (Power Tools
and Accessory Business Unit Head, North

and Central Africa), Henning
von Boxberg (World President,
Power Tools), Nawaz Nazir
(GHL Sales Leader), Nilesh
Patel
(GHL
Warehouse
Manager), Heman Patel (GHL
Warehouse Assistant), Navnit Rajdev (GHL
General Manager), Sanjay Brahmbhatt (GHL
Sales), Ali Boujataoui (Regional President,
Bosch Power Tools)

Superior Waterproof and Protection Cartonal Boards

S

ave time, money and labour costs with Cartonal — the
largest producer and wholesaler of polypropylene
waterproofing membrane protection. Global Hardware
now supplies N1500 4mm protection board and 5mm Pro-Drain
System.
N1500 is a rugged protection board that withstands abuse.
This 4mm board is applied as a protection to the waterproof
membrane and can be used in replace of 6mm thick
bituminous protection boards. A 1m x 2m x 4mm thick, semiflexible, polypropylene based board, double layered with 5mm
integrated perpendicular support spacers at 4mm intervals.

Pro-Drain combines the properties of a drainage board and a
protection board. Envision this system as a 16mm² drain pipe
distributed side-by-side along the length of the structure. Prodrain is best suited for areas where there is a high water table
or a transient water table that releases large quantities of
water on a seasonal or occasional basis.
Applications: Vertical, Curved and Horizontal surfaces, roof
gardens; weeping tile; turf shock pad, irrigation and drainage
layer; lining, protection, detection and drainage layer for
landfill / mining

Contact

Applications: Hot applied asphalt liquid membrane, Torch
applied asphalt membrane and Rubber-based waterproof
membrane.

Follow us!

No. 6 East Gate Road, Off Mombasa Road
P.O. Box -4 6826-00100 - Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: (+254 20-2399998/7, +254 722-203089 / 786 456225 (GLO BAL)
info@globalhardware.co.ke, www.globalhardware.co.ke

@Global_HWare
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The original solid surface
Superior design possibilities
Excellent long-term performance

If you can envision it,
chances are you can
create it with Corian®
What makes DuPont™ Corian®
the perfect solid surface?
Seamless sinks and backsplashes have no crack
to collect dirt and moisture
It can be fabricated into virtually any design with
any of its more than 100 colours
Keep its good looks and is hard-wearing
Solid and homogeneous, its colours and
patterns run all the way through
Hygienic, easy to clean, certified for food contact
Exceptionally resistant to high temperatures
Covered by a limited-warranty

Bosch Professional Blue Power Tools
for Trade & Industry

Professional tools for the
highest demands
Drills ● Grinders ● Hammers

Technology puts health and safety first
High Performance
Reliable
Powerful and robust
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Elgon Kenya | Your leader in Crop protection

info@globalhardware.co.ke
0786 456 (GLO) 225 (BAL)
globalhardware.co.ke

Global Hardware

Global Hardware rolls up sleeves to transform
informal sector with cutting edge technologies

R

espected supplier of general
hardware, Global Hardware
Limited working with leading
global supplier of technology
and services Bosch Group is working
to address the skills and technological
gap in Kenya’s informal sector with
the introduction of cutting edge power
tools, breathing new life to a sub
sector deemed to be a mainstay of the
country’s economy.
To ensure effective skills transfer
that will see the informal businesses
transition to formal, mainstream
economy, the two companies have been
running a series of hands on trainings
with artisans to ensure they are up
to date with the latest technologies
that make their work easier, faster
and efficient. It is a model that is
returning resounding success with the
participants of the trainings hailing it
as transformatory to their businesses
even as they look to impart the same
skills to their colleagues. Global
Hardware Limited which is a supplier of
Bosch products in the region has been
actively involved in the Tujiajiri project
championed by Kenya Commercial
Bank that seeks to empower young
people with skills that allow them to be
self-employed.

PRESIDENT’S EAR: President Uhuru Kenyatta listens attentively as Global
Hardware General Manager Navnit Rajdev and Bosch Kenya PowerTools Division
Sales Director Paul Schützeichel explain how the power tools are changing the
lives of artisans and other businesses in the informal sector, creating more jobs.
the Bosch brand to Kenya’s president
Uhuru Kenyatta when he toured the
stand during the commissioning of
the Tujiajiri project. The Electrician
Kit and the Combo Kit consisting of
GSB 1300 and GWS 6700 particularly
caught the president’s eye due to
their latest technology and prowess.

“Through our extensive trainings with the
artisans, we have seen tremendous drive
and zeal among the trainees to innovate
and provide cutting edge solutions to the
markets. We intend to continue working with
them as they form a key catalyst in helping
the country achieve the mid-level economic
status envisioned in the economic blue print
Vision 2030,” said Mr. Rajdev.

The programme aims at promoting the
vocational skills of local entrepreneurs,
offering them business advisory services
and financial aid as well as market
linkages to potential business partners.
Around 10,000 Kenyans are part of the
programme. “We are quite honoured to
be working with the Kenyan informal
sector especially the youth in technology
and skills transfer as we seek to address
unemployment in the country. We hope
the series of trainings will translate into
more uptake of the latest technologies,
improve business operations and boost
earnings for the artisans,” said Navnit
Rajdev, the General Manager at Global
Hardware Limited.
Global Hardware was privileged to have
showcased a portfolio of products under
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Information

Elgon Kenya launches the first of its kind
information centre to bridge knowledge gap
The disconnect between transformative
innovations and farmer practices is attributed to lack of information dissemination channels from researchers on one
hand to the users on the other. It is for
this reason that farmers troop to venues
where they can get exposure to new
things as well as information on underlying challenges.
At every farming workshop, lack of
information is always cited as a key
obstacle to improved farming practices.

Premal R. Bhatt
Technical and Sales Manager Irrigation

E

lgon Kenya has unveiled a first of
its kind information center where
farmers can obtain the necessary
assistance on farming.

The centre seeks to bridge the gap
between production and knowledge
that has been cited as a missing link
in agricultural development the world
over and a contributor to low uptake of
innovations for improved productivity.
The service is born out of realization
that farmers are hungry for information
that is not always readily available
when needed. After we kicked off the
Farm Clinics last year and noticed that
farmers attended the events looking for
immediate answers as others carried
sick plants seeking for diagnosis from
the experts, it dawned on us it was
important to set up a centre from where
timely responses would be delivered.
According to research by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO), up to
three quarters of Kenyan farmers have
reported being stuck to age old farming
practices while relying on seeds from
the previous harvest for subsequent
planting Yet Kenya continues to play
host to some of the most globally
recognized seed companies that have
continued to produce groundbreaking
innovations including stress tolerant
crop varieties, pest control products
and technologies that are billed to
transform lands and farmer earnings.
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At the Farm Clinics we have realized
that there are
so many problems
farmers are grappling with some of
which could be solved by access to
information. After realizing we couldn’t
tackle all the answers in a day of a Farm
Clinic it dawned on Elgon Kenya that
creating an information platform would
be of great help in creating an informed
farming community. Selling products
to an enlightened grower was more
sustainable for food security and better
livelihoods.
So the information center was born.
Located in the company’s headquarters,
the hub is manned by agronomists
who addresse farmers concerns, while
answering their questions and advising
them on the best options in their venture
based on the farmers’ descriptions.
If a farmer comes to our warehouse
to buy say for example a certain seed
variety, we take it upon ourselves to talk
to them about their farming venture and
offer them agronomic support for free
before selling them their inputs. We
feel this is very crucial if we are to help
our smallholder farmers who form the
bulk of food producers, improve yields
at a time when the global population is
projected to increase, creating demand
for food.
And in a world where information has
gone digital, Elgon Kenya has positioned
itself to reap from the digital divides.
With Kenya estimated to have an
estimated 38 million prepaid mobile
users, out of which 27 million are said to
have access to internet data a gold mine
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presents itself. This even as a growing
number of young people who owns these
devices continue to express growing
interest in farming which is equally
gravitating towards technology. The
youth and ICT are inseparable. You have
seen even some of the most impressive
innovations have been developed by
young man. It is a constituency we
cannot ignore.
Elgon has therefore rolled out online
information center that allows customers to place their orders. In partnership
with courier companies, once the order
is placed, customers are able to receive
the orders at the convenience of their
farms.
The online forum also allows customers
to chat anytime with experts who will
offer them advice before placing orders.
This consultancy is equally free.
We are living in interesting times and as
a company are thrilled by the powerful
role of technology in shaping key aspects
of our lives. Agriculture has become a
major beneficiary of this revolution so
we have to position ourselves to see
how to tap into technology to assist our
farmers
The new development also means that
farmers can now order for single units,
say a single sprinkler or a packet of
seeds and have them easily delivered,
which was traditionally tough due to
logistical constraints.
The information centre will come in
handy to alert our partners on new
developments, products, services and
activities undertaken by the company
to improve farming.
At the same time, we will relay useful
information on factors affecting farming
such as weather patterns and outbreak
of
pests and diseases as well as
recommended mitigation measures.
The information center is another
addition to Elgon’s many pursuits
of walking with farmers in the food
production journey and ensuring the
journey is as smooth as possible.

2016 WINNERS

Small scale farm gearing to commercialization

The winner in the Small Scale Farms Gearing to
Commercialization Anastasia Wanjiku of Ngarama
Farm in Nakuru County

Mureithi of Dim Com Eden Villa Farm in Laikipia
County gets rewarded by Agriculture CS Willy
Bett.

Second runners up in the Small Scale Farms
Gearing to Commercialization Joseph Phillip
Nyaga of Nembure Farm Embu County receives
his trophy.

Small Scale farms fully commercialized

Albert Waweru Miare, OGW of Miare Dairy Farm
in Nairobi County receives his award for being
the winner in the Small Scale Farms Fully
commercialized category

Prof. Charles C. Ngugi of Kirinyaga County
is rewarded for being the first runners up in
the Small Scale Farms Fully Commercialized
category

Zakayo Kipkemoi Ngeno of Kebeneti Farm in
Kericho county is feted for being the second
runners up in the Small Scale Farms Fully
Commercialized category

Large scale fully commercialized

Agriculture CS Willy Bett and BASF East Africa
team presents Michael Gitau and staff of
Maakiou Estates, the winners trophy in the Large
Scale Fully Commercialized Farms category.

Engineer James Toroitich Kisa, proprietor of
Macheo Farms receives the first runners up
trophy from Agriculture CS Willy Bett escorted
by BASF officials Carles Amengual and Gift
Mbaya

Patrick Siparo receives his award as second
runners up for Large Scale Fully Commercialized
Farms category

Small scale agro-input dealers

A representative of Kizito Macharia,
Munyambu Farmers Pride receives the
winning trophy, Small Scale Agro Dealers
from Agriculture CS Willy Bett
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Stephen Gicharu Kirungu of Njoro Animal Feeds
in Nakuru County is rewarded by Agriculture CS
Willy Bett for emerging first runners up in the
Small Scale Agro Input Dealers category.
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Lucy Wangui Muriuki of K. Sunrise Farm Supplies
in Laikipia County accompanied by friends receives the award for second runners up in the
Small Scale Agro Input Dealers category.

2016 WINNERS

Large scale agro-input dealers

Overall winner in the Large Scale Agro Input Dealer
category Dr. Enock Monda of Enochem Agrovet in
Kisii County receives his award from Agriculture CS
Willy Bett and Excell Crop Care Mr. Sampath Kumar.

Dr. Amin Sheikh of Bungoma County, Winner,
first runners up, Large Scale Agro Dealers
category accompanied by friends and family

Second runners up in the Large Scale Agro
Input Dealer Lameck Mbani of Nyarkadera
Agrovet in Migori County receives his award
from Agriculture CS Willy Bett and Excell Crop
Care Mr. Sampath Kumar.

Women in Agriculture

Shelminth Wanjiku Nyaga a winner in the women in agriculture
category flanked by family receives her award.

Ruth Muthoni Ikaru from Murang’a County , first runners up in the
women in agriculture category

Youth in Agriculture

Gilbert Kipchirchir, Uasin Gishu County, the
overall winner in the Youth in Agriculture
category with a colleague savour the moment
as Agriculture CS Willy Bett rewards him.

Jonah Kipkporos Sigei the first runners up in
the youth category from Nandi county at the
gala dinner.

Second runners up in the Youth in Agriculture
category Stanley Kipkorir Tonui from Kericho
County is rewarded by Agriculture CS Willy
Bett

Physically challenged persons in Agriculture

Michael Ochieng Laro the overall winner Physically Challenged
category was feted by President Uhuru Kenyatta Nairobi
International Trade Fair

A representative of Consolata Ngugi from Nyeri County, 2nd
runners up in the physically challenged persons category is feted
by Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Willy Bett.
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A Thousand Words

Agriculture CS Willy Bett and Elgon Kenya Director
Bimal Kantaria follow Farmers Awards proceedings
keenly

Elgon Kenya Director Baiju Kantaria, BASF East Africa
Sub Hub Manager -Crop Protection and Public Health Gift
Mbaya, BASF East Africa Regional Marketing Manager
Patrick Ngugi and John Kanyingi at the Gala Dinner

Agriculture CS Willy Bett rewards BASF East Africa
Regional Marketing Manager Patrick Ngugi for the
company’s role in championing sustainable agriculture
and supporting the farmers awards

Matt Frayer of Arysta, Bell Rodney of Dupont, Oserian
Director Neil Heilings and Agriculture CS Willy Bett
listens to a point at the farmers awards ceremony

Jubilation on stage as Patrick Siparo is rewarded for
emerging second runners in the Large Scale Fully
Commercialized Farms category

Pomp and colour as a winner in the National Farmers
Awards is recognized by Agriculture CS Willy Bett.

Sampath Kumar from Excel Crop Care Carles Amengual
Managing Director BASF East Africa and Elgon Kenya
Director Bimal Kantaria listens to a speaker during the
gala dinner

Michael Gitau and staff of Maakiou Estates savour the
moment as they are crowned winners in the Large Scale
Fully Commercialized Farms category

Elgon Kenya Director Bimal Kantaria, Agriculture CS
Willy Bett, John Kanyingi, Eric Burean of Bayer and Elgon
Kenya Director Baiju Kantaria enjoy a photo moment on
stage at the gala dinner.

Prof. Charles C. Ngugi of Kirinyaga County is joined on
stage by friends and relatives as he receives a trophy for
the first runners up in position in the Small Scale Farms
Fully Commercialized category

Lucy Wangui Muriuki of K. Sunrise Farm Supplies in
Laikipia County accompanied by friends receives the
award for second runners up in the Small Scale Agro
Input Dealers category.

Anastasia Wanjiku of Ngarama Farm in Nakuru County on
stage with friends and family as she receives the top prize
in the Small Scale Farms Gearing to Commercialization
category.

Albert Waweru Miare, OGW
of Miare Dairy Farm in
Nairobi County receives his
award for being the winner
in the Small Scale Farms
Fully commercialized
category
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Dr. Amin Sheikh of
Bungoma County, Winner,
first runners up, Large
Scale Agro Dealers
category accompanied by
friends and family

A Thousand Words

Jonah Kipkporos Sigei the first runners up in the youth
category from Nandi county receives a trophy from the
agriculture CS Willy Bett

Stanley Kipkorir Tonui from Kericho County, the Ssecond
runners up in the Youth in Agriculture category is
congratulated by Willy Bett as Elgon Kenya director
Bimal Kantaria looks on

Bimal Kantaria, Hiral Kantaria and Baiju Kantaria from
Elgon Kenya and the members of the 2016 National
Farmers Awards judging team from the Ministry of
Agriculture rewards Agriculture CS Willy Bett for his
support of the scheme

A representative of Kizito Macharia, Munyambu Farmers
Pride receives the winning trophy, Small Scale Agro
Dealers.

Willy Bett the chief guest is all smile as he rewards a
winner as Bimal Kantaria smiles on
Winners enjoy and exchange pleasantries on stage
during the gala dinner

Stephen Gicharu Kirungu of Njoro Animal Feeds in
Nakuru County is rewarded by Agriculture CS for
emerging first runners up in the Small Scale Agro Input
Dealers category

Lucy Wangui Muriuki of K. Sunrise Farm Supplies in
Laikipia County accompanied by friends receive the
award for second runners up in the Small Scale Agro
Input Dealers category.

Overall winner in the Large Scale Agro Input Dealer
category Dr. Enock Monda of Enochem Agrovet in Kisii
County receives his award

Joseph Phillip Nyaga of Nembure Farm Embu County
with family and friends cannot hide his joy as he receives
the trophy for being second runners up in the Small Scale
Farms Gearing to Commercialization category

Lucy Wangui Muriuki of K. Sunrise Farm Supplies in
Laikipia County accompanied by friends receive the
award for second runners up in the Small Scale Agro
Input Dealers category.

Girl power on display as Shelminth Wanjiku Nyaga a
winner in the women in agriculture category flanked by
family receives her award.

Zakayo Kipkemoi Ngeno of Kebeneti Farm in Kericho
county is feted for being the second runners up in the
Small Scale Farms Fully Commercialized category

Second runners up in the Large Scale Agro Input
Dealer Lameck Mbani of Nyarkadera Agrovet in
Migori County with colleague demonstrates the
height of their success with their trophy
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Farmer profile: Youth winner

The youth who has dumped suits for gumboots
earn over Sh600 from the sale of milk
every day.

J

Hitesh Darji
Re-packaging Manager,
Elgon Kenya

onah Kipkoros is almost done
with his undergraduate degree
in Education at Mount Kenya
University. But unlike most of
his peers, he pays his school fees from
the proceeds of his farming, a venture
he has passionately pursued to an
extent of being named the winner the
youth in agriculture farming of the
2016 National Farmers Awards scheme
organized by Elgon Kenya and the
Ministry of Agriculture.
It is a journey he has walked since
childhood, having grown up in a
farming family where the job of crop
production was a family affair. Then,
his parents farmed for subsistence,
but Jonah always felt that this wasn’t
enough. “We had enough land but what
we could produce was only enough to
cater for the family consumption. We
didn’t even have enough for long term
storage. This really disturbed me,”
Jonah said.
His curiosity would see him question his
teachers and other farmers on the best
way to maximize production within
small pieces of land. So passionate and
ingrained in crop production was he,
that when he cleared high school and
there were problems with raising his
school fees, he decided to delve right
away into farming. He would start
experimenting various crops including
napier grass farming before deciding
to settle on livestock. Today, he has
cut a niche in dairy and goat and owns
four cows and six goats. He is able to
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Jonah also has two acres which are
under tea production. “Mixed farming
has really worked for me, because I am
able to get year round income. When
some cows are producing low milk, I
can still rely on my goats and my tea. It
is a model I am proud to have inspired
many farmers in our region because as
times changes farmers need to realize
that over reliance on one agricultural
practice can hurt their livelihoods,”
said Jonah who hails from Nandi
County.
" If I had to start all over again, I would
still stick to farming. I wish young
people in Kenya realized how enjoyable
and profitable it is to farm. First you
have money throughout the year, any
day and you are your own boss. I don’t
think I will ever go for white collar
jobs. I am so satisfied here"
His discipline has been his guiding light.
Every day he wakes up at 6 am with his
immediate task being checking on the
health of the cattle and goats. He has
employed workers who assist him in
his venture. Once milking is done and
taken to the local cooperative, he then
takes his breakfast before embarking
on his tea farm. Such meticulous
attention to detail and planning is
what wowed judges of the National
Farmers Awards who picked him as
among the top three best youth in
agriculture in Kenya, a fete Jonah says
has transformed the course of his life.
“I have earned so much respect from
the locals who even frequent my farm
to learn a thing or two. They tell me
that they want to be like me. And i feel
so inspired to help more. When I went
to receive the award at Laico Regency,
a friend I had seen twenty years ago
contacted me on social media inquiring
if it was really me he had seen on TV.
The awards scheme has transformed
my life,” he said.

and go back to school. He eventually
did, starting off with a P1 Certificate
before enrolling for a Bachelors of
Arts in Education degree at Mt Kenya
University. “If I had to start all over
again, I would still stick to farming. I
wish young people in Kenya realized
how enjoyable and profitable it is to
farm. First you have money throughout
the year, any day and you are your
own boss. I don’t think I will ever go
for white collar jobs. I am so satisfied
here,” he said.
So powerful is his conviction and drive
that when he was picked as one of the
winners, he requested his brother to
accompany him to the gala dinner at
Laico Regency in Nairobi where the
Cabinet Secretary in the Ministry of
Agriculture, Hon. Willy Bett was the
chief guest. It was a crowning moment,
not just because he was being feted by
the CS, but because at the podium, the
CS was able to recognize his brother as
his classmate. “They were so excited to
reconnect after many years, something
that we thought could never happen,”
he added.
So inspired has Jonah’s brother been
that he has started his own farming
with his eyes on this year’s prize.
Already he is running a fully-fledged
dairy farm with 20 dairy cows. “That is
the kind of inspiration we want to give
everyone. Elgon Kenya inspired us by
recognizing our efforts, now the onus is
on us to keep breathing that inspiration
to many more, especially the youth of
this country,” added Jonah.

When he started farming, he made a
promise to himself that he would save
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Jonah Kipkporos Sigei

Crop Protection

Whither wheat farming in Kenya
products have also faced increased
competition because of the high cost
of domestic wheat. These factors
combined could lead to collapse of the
domestic manufacturing industry and
consequently loss of employment and
livelihood of many Kenyans. Cereal
sector space is diminishing due to
exponential population growth rate
which reduces production land for
settlement purposes. And also climate
change is an issue.

Thomas Kipkorir
Country Manager BASF

W

heat farming dates back
to the colonial era when
Lord Delamere introduced
it on experimental basis
in Nakuru. Wheat is the second most
important cereal grain in Kenya after
maize. It is largely done for commercial
purposes on both small and large scale
farms. Small scale farmers grow wheat
in small areas of less than 50 acres and
large scale farmers grow on more than
50 acres of land. Furthermore, large
scale farmers are more mechanized in
wheat production compared to small
scale farmers. The large scale farmers
dominate wheat production with a
share 70% of wheat area and 80% of
production. The main wheat growing
areas in Kenya includes Narok, Nakuru,
Eldoret, Naivasha, Kitale, Nanyuki,
Timau, Meru central and Trans Mara.
Wheat production has however declined
over the years due to high production
costs, high capital costs, lack of
credit for production, and the low
level of technology-adoption in wheat
production. Kenya has had to rely on
wheat imports to meet the local and
regional demand for wheat and wheat
products. Increased wheat imports
have led to further decline in wheat
production because imports dampen
domestic prices, which disincentive to
production. Kenya’s exports of wheat
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Kenya has a comparative advantage
in the export of wheat products into
East and Central Africa region due to
well established milling infrastructure
and a good transportation network.
Competitiveness of wheat production
in Kenya indicates that Kenya does
not have a comparative advantage in
wheat production compared to major
world producers like China, Canada,
Australia, Argentina, and United states.
It is therefore apparent that with
world globalization in trade in wheat
and other commodities, domestic
wheat production is not competitive
and Kenya will have to rely more on
imports to meet domestic and regional
demand for wheat and wheat products.
BASF offers solutions and not merely
products. We are constantly exploring
new frontiers in crop protection to
meet the demands of the growing
world population. Farmers worldwide
use BASF’s solutions and services to
improve crop yields and crop quality.
Other uses include public health
solutions,
structural/urban
pest
control solutions, turf and ornamental
plants, vegetation management and
forestry.
At BASF, we create chemistry for a sustainable future. We combine economic
success with environmental protection
and social responsibility. BASF aims
to turn knowledge rapidly into market success. The vision of BASF’s Crop
Protection division is to be the world’s
leading innovator, optimizing agricultural production, improving nutrition,
and thus enhancing the quality of life
for a growing world population.
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"We combine
economic success
with environmental
protection and
social responsibility.
BASF aims to
turn knowledge
rapidly into market
success."
It is the reason that we celebrate our
farmers by recognizing that Farming,
is the biggest job on earth. We are
supporting agriculture to enable
increasing production of enough food
for the burgeoning world population
estimated to reach 9 billion by 2050.
This figure has sent food experts to
the drawing board with a warning
that current production methods are
not compatible with the required high
farm productivity. Without technology,
food production becomes a herculean
task explaining why BASF is supporting
farmers to access innovation, solutions
and experts to enable them to improve
productivity,
increase
efficiency,
and stay at the cutting edge of their
profession ensuring growing demands
are met, year after year.
BASF’s Crop Protection division is
a global leader in crop protection
and a strong partner to the farming
industry providing well-established
and innovative fungicides (Swing®,
Abacus® and Osiris®) insecticides
(Fastac®) and herbicides (Stomp CS®,
Basagran® and Integrity®). BASF is
committed to supporting the farmer
discover his potential in farming by
offering innovative solutions in crop
protection.
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Women in agriculture profile

How former teacher’s love for small things
turned her into the best woman farmer in Kenya
wealth of information which he has for a
long time been sharing with the locals as
a trainer on agriculture matters and I felt
I also wanted that knowledge to benefit
our family. I set my mind to do serious
farming, and I am grateful to have drawn
vital lessons from him on creating a
successful farm,” Mrs. Nyaga recalled.

Award-winning farmer Shelmith
Wanjiku is all smiles as she receives
her trophy

W

hen Shelmith Wanjiku, a
teacher, decided to take
an early retirement four
years ago, it was to join
her husband Sammy Nyaga who was an
agricultural officer to start some serious
farming. The idea was to tap into Mr.
Nyaga’s immeasurable knowledge and
transfer it into the family farm. But
that decision would later transform her
farm into an agricultural powerhouse,
catch the attention of even international
institutions like the United Nations’
International Fund for Agricultural
Development and make her the most
successful woman farmer in Kenya as
named in the 2016 National Farmers
Awards.
Shelmith is an avid believer in the power
of small things, evidenced by how she has
managed to utilize even small portions
of land to fill them with anything she
can think of; pigeon peas, kales, and
other horticultural produce. It explains
why when she decided to venture into
livestock farming, she started with a few
chicken and one cow to test the waters.
But her resilience, tenacity and thirst
to learn from her husband would see
her transform their little venture into
a model farm that now attracts visitors
from far and wide. “Mr. Nyaga has a
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One vital lesson was record keeping,
a practice she says has worked for her
and majority of those who are keen on
making it big in agribusiness. “When
I started record keeping, it made
me realize where the expenses were
concentrated, where I could cut on
spending and manage overspending
while earning more. It has been a game
changer,” she added.
The farm now boasts of 15 heifers, 500
layers and over 700 chicks. Shelmith
rears the chicks until they are one month
old which she then sells. On a good
day the six cows she milks are able to
cumulatively produce 60 litres and with
the layers giving her up to 470 eggs a
day. She has also employed four workers
to help her in managing the farm. It is a
labour of love for Shelmith, who wakes
up at 5am when the workers report for
work. “We have to ensure that the cows
are milked and the milk is taken to the
local dairy cooperative. I also sell milk
at home so I have to make sure that the
orders are ready in time,” she said.
With the workers they the chicken,
ensuring they are fed and maintenance
of the chicken coop is done. “By 7:30 in
the morning every activity is done and
the workers can now relax before the
next task. I like consistency and plan in
everything I do so I have never even for a
day messed up with this timetable,” she
added. She has also tapped into the cow
waste to make biogas which she uses for
cooking.
Her zeal and passion hasn’t gone
unnoticed. The International Fund For
Agricultural Development, IFAD, in a
project to empower women groups were
looking for someone who would supply
them with chicks for the project. They
contacted her based on the referrals
they got from the people of Kirinyaga.
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“It was an honour to get the job of
rearing and supplying chicks to that
esteemed institution. But that is just one
of the many institutions I have worked
with. I get many orders from churches
and groups. There is a reason they keep
coming, because quality and consistency
define my business,” the mother of three
said.
It explains why, when the judges of the
National Farmers Awards visited her to
access her business, they were impressed
to see the neatness and high level
planning that the farm had embraced
right from fodder conservation to feeding
and hygiene. “One of the aspects the
judges were impressed with was how
we managed to collect chicken waste,
dry it then mix it with supplements like
soya and groundnuts to make nutritious
animal waste. To us that is an innovative
way of creating feed at a time when
drought and lack of pasture has become
an everyday affair,” she added.
But nothing prepared her for the call
she got one afternoon to explain to
her that the judges had settled on her
as the overall winner in the Women in
Agriculture category of the Farmers’
Awards. “I thought it was a prank. But
when it finally dawned on me I couldn’t
stand. So many questions were rushing
through my mind. I couldn’t believe I had
impressed the judges this much,” she
recalled.
She would later be feted by President
Uhuru Kenyatta, an event she says
changed her life, turning her into a
celebrity with hundreds of visitors now
thronging her farm to learn the secrets
of success.
According to Shelmith, the gesture of
rewarding farmers by Elgon Kenya is
a huge step in motivating more into a
profession that now more than ever need
global attention. “Nothing made me
tear like watching my husband and my
workers so jubilant as they took turns to
take photos with the trophy I had won.
At that time, my life found new purpose.
We need more of this to encourage our
farmers,” she said.

Elgon Kenya & Dudutech IPM Solutions partnership
heralds new dawn for horticulture industry
Macharia a senior agronomist at Elgon
Kenya.
Elgon Kenya enjoys a countrywide
network of stockists and agrovets
making it easier to get the products to
farmers across the country. Elgon Kenya
also prides itself in having a team of
agronomists spread across the country’s
major food producing zones to assist
farmers with any information.

Mr. Dickson Macharia,
Senior Agronomist
Ornamental / Export Vegetables

L

eading agro input dealer Elgon
Kenya has entered into a strategic
partnership with respected IPM
category
products
producer
Dudutech that will see Elgon distribute
Dudutech’s globally recognized products,
an arrangement billed as a game changer
in the country’s horticulture industry.

“We have positioned ourselves as a
company to provide products that
tackle farmers’ greatest threats while
protecting our environment. We are
proud to partner with Elgon Kenya who
share in our philosophy and are looking
forward to transforming the agricultural
sector with this partnership,” said
Barnaba Rotich from Dudutech

degrees Celsius are essential for conidial
germination.
Infection
establishes
between 24 and 48 hours. The infected
insect may live for 3-5 days after hyphal
penetration and, after death conidia
are produced on cadaver. Best results
will be obtained when treatment starts
early before pest populations become
heavy.
Beauvitechtm WP is compatible with
most Biopesticides and insecticides;
however it is generally recommended
that the grower refer to the Dudutech
pesticide side-effects compatibility
guide since some chemicals may have
detrimental effects to Beauveria
bassiana, as it is a living organism. Avoid
chemical fungicide spray at least 3 days
before and after using Beauvitechtm
WP.

The Dudutech products available at
Elgon Kenya include;
HYPOTECH
BEAUVITECHTM WP

The partnership is part of Elgon Kenya’s
business model that is anchored on
collaboration with likeminded players
with a view to availing to its customers
respected and trusted brands that
transform their farms and lives.
Under the partnership, Elgon Kenya will
distribute eight products from Dudutech
which have been highly acclaimed
world over for their prowess in tackling
some of the most notorious pests and
diseases while enriching the soil and
ultimately boosting yields. The products
are environmental friendly and have no
harm to beneficial organisms.
“This is a landmark partnership and
we are proud to be collaborating with
Dudutech on this initiative. It ties
with our mantra of finding innovative
solutions for our farmers and walking
with them in their food production
process. The products have been
tried and tested world over returning
impressive results,” said Dickson
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A biological insecticide containing
Beauveria bassiana a naturally occurring
entomopathogenic fungus that is used
in the control of whiteflies, Thrips and
Aphids. It is known to cause the white
muscadine disease in insects.
Fungal conidia become attached to the
insect cuticle and, upon germination;
the hyphae penetrate the cuticle
and proliferate in the insect’s body.
Relative humidity of above 70 per cent
and temperatures of between 18 to 30
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Hypothech
contains the predatory
mite Hypoaspis miles used for the
management of Thrips, fungus gnats,
Leaf miner, Sciarid flies and shore flies.
The adults of Hypoaspis are about 1mm
in size and normally beige in colour. The
larvae and first nymphal stages are white
in colour. The Hypoaspis are normally
dispersed on to a growth media before
or after planting or later on in the early
growth period of the crop. Mixing of the
Hypoaspis into the growth media is not
recommended. Best results are realized
when Hypothech is applied before the
target pest is well established.

of soil borne fungal diseases including
Fusarium spp., Rhizoctonia spp.,
Sclerotinia spp., and Pythium spp. In
addition, this strain is known to have the
ability to increase plant growth vigour.

LECATECH WP

Apply pre-plant, as a seed coat or every
two weeks to one month depending on
the disease pressure. It is recommended
to apply Trichotech at 125g per hectare.
VERMITECH

Lecatech WP is a biological insecticide
containing (Lecanicillium lecanii), a
naturally occurring Entomopathogenic
fungus that is effective against
whiteflies.
Upon germination of the spores of
Lecanicillium lecanii, the germ tubes
penetrate the cuticle of the insect
by enzymatic and mechanical actions
eventually infecting the insect. The
fungus then destroys the internal body
contents resulting in mortality of the
insects. Larvae and pupae die before the
fungus is visible. Dead larvae and pupae
of infected insects have a wrinkled
non-shiny surface with a light to dark
yellow colouration. Under favourable
conditions white fluffy fungal mycelium
appears on the infected organism
growing best at 18 to 30 degrees Celsius
and relative humidity of above 65 per
cent.
Lecatech WP is compatible with most
Biopesticides and insecticides; however
it is generally recommended that the
grower refer to the Dudutech pesticide
side-effects compatibility guide since
some chemicals may have detrimental
effects to Lecanicillium lecanii, as it
is a living organism. Avoid chemical
fungicide spray at least 3 days before
and after using Lecatech WP.
METATECH WP
Is a biological insecticide containing
Metarhizium anisopliae a naturally
occurring entomopathogenic fungus
that is used in the control of Thrips and
weevils It is known to cause the green
muscadine disease in insects.
Fungal conidia become attached to the
insect cuticle and, upon germination;

the hyphae penetrate the cuticle
and proliferate in the insect’s body.
Relative humidity of above 70 per cent
and temperatures of between 18 to 30
degrees Celsius are essential for conidial
germination.
Infection
establishes
between 24 and 48 hours. The infected
insect may live for 3-5 days after hyphal
penetration and, after death conidia are
produced on cadaver. Best results will
be obtained when treatment starts early
before pest populations become heavy.
MYTECH WP

Vermitech is compost manure produced
using worms thought to belong to
the species Eisenia andrei, a well
known species used worldwide for
vermicomposting. Vermicompost is
used for soil amendment, as a fertilizer
and especially as a component of
propagation media. It may also be
used for control of soil borne pests
and diseases, as well as some other
non-conventional applications on both
Vegetables and flowers.
Vermitech is high quality vermicompost
made of stabilized organic matter
obtained from a process of digestion
carried out by the worm Eisenia andrei.
ECOTECH™

Mytech WP is a biological Nematicide
based on Paecilomyces lilacinus a naturally occurring Nematophagous fungus
for control of plant parasitic nematodes
that include Root knot nematodes, Cyst
nematodes, Root lesion nematodes,
Burrowing nematodes and Reniform
nematodes amongst others. P .lilacinus
parasitizes and subsequently kills eggs,
juveniles, and adult females of various
plant parasitic nematodes.
TRICHOTECH WP
Trichotech WP contains spores of
Trichoderma asperellum an antagonistic
fungus that is used globally for control

This product contains 99.9 per cent
garlic concentrate. It has a pungent
smell and masks preferred hosts. It is
effective against all soft bodied insects.
Farmers should apply it at 5 litres per
hectare in a 3 to 4 treatment sequence
spaced at 3 weeks between each
treatment. It is always encouraged to
keep the product constantly agitated
and in a cool ambient temperature out
of direct light.
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UFO SUPPLIES
WORLD WIDE SALES AND DISTRIBUTION
OF FLORISSANT PRODUCTS
www.florissant.nl

AGAINST ETHYLENE

FULL FLOWERING AND FOOD

Florissant 100 C
For

Function

Carnation, Lily, Alstroemeria, Delphinium, Gypsophila,
Phlox, Veronica, Asclepias and other ethylene sensitive
flowers
protects flowers from ethylene, produced by internal
and external sources

User

grower

Dosage

1 ml per litre of water

Packing

5 litre can

Florissant 810 free of aluminiumsulphate
For

Rose, Solidago, Gypsophyla and other cut ﬂowers

Function

conditions and extends vase life

User

grower, importer

Dosage

1 ml per litre of water

Packing

5 ltr, 25 ltr, 200 ltr and 1000 ltr can

Florissant 820 free of aluminiumsulphate

AGAINST LEAF YELLOWING
Florissant 210 XC

For

all cut ﬂowers

Function

conditions, nourishes and extends vase life

User

grower, importer

Dosage

5 ml per litre of water

Packing

25 ltr can

Florissant 830 free of aluminiumsulphate

For

Alstroemeria, Lily, Euphorbia, Eryngium

For

Protea, Lisianthus and other cut ﬂowers

Function

maintains the leaf quality, improves ornamental value

Function

conditions, nourishes and extends vase life

User

grower

User

grower, importer

Dosage

0.05 ml per litre of water

Dosage

10 ml per litre of water

Packing

250 ml bottle

Packing

25 ltr, 200 ltr and 1000 ltr can

1 Ltr

ANTIBACTERIAL
Florissant 500n
For

Flower Food

Helianthus, Ammi, Calla, Lily, Gerbera, Bupleurum,
Craspedia and many other flowers

Function
User

improves water uptake
grower

Dosage

1 tablet per 3 litre of water

Packing

jar of 1,000 tablets or dispenser of 400 tablets

HYDRATION

For
Function
User
Dosage
Packing

all cut ﬂowers
extends vase life, energizes the ﬂower, enhances full bloom
consumer
1 sachet per vase
box of 1,000 sachets, private label sachets possible

Flower Food Clear *NEW
For
Function

all cut ﬂowers
extends vase life, energizes the ﬂower, enhances full bloom,
free of aluminiumsulphate.

User

consumer

Dosage

1 sachet per vase

Packing

box of 1,000 sachets, private label sachets possible,
easy to open package.

Florissant 2000
For

Roses, Eucalyptus, Hydrangea, Bouvardia and others

Function

improves water uptake, prevents bent-neck,
optimises vase life

User

grower

Dosage

from stock solution 10 ml per litre of water

Packing

can of 5.7 kilo, to make 40 litre stock solution

P.O. Box 46826 - 00100 Mombasa Road, Nairobi, Kenya
Tel: +254 733 699 992 / +254 722 203 089 / +254 202 399 997/8/4
Email: info@elgonkenya.com, Website: www.elgonkenya.com

Pest Control

Know Your Pests
Aphids

Whiteflies

Thrips

Kaaria Mutwiri
Product Development Manager

Warm weather could mean a busy pest
season for farmers.
Local weather patterns have significant
impact on the abundance of insects
pest in our crops.
Insects are cold blooded, this means
they are unable to regulate body
temperatures and internal temperature
varies along with that of the ambient
environmental temperature. ‘’The
hotter it is outside, the more energy
they have to search for food.’’
Temperature is the driving force behind
insect development, growth and
behavior. Consequently insect develop
quickly with increase in temperature.
Other behavioral activities such as
flight
movement,
reproduction,
feeding and oviposition are influenced
by the seasonal temperature.
There is no doubt that weather plays a
major role in determining the survival
and growth rates of insects population
because of its direct impact on them
and food supply.
Farmers should therefore be more
vigilant and pest scouting should
be a priority on their programs and
correct timing of applications should
be adhered to. This therefore also
means that spraying intervals should be
checked to maintain pests at economic
thresholds.

A Special case solution for the use against these insect pest; whiteflies, aphids,
thrips in hot weather conditions is VANTEX 60CS, A new pyrethroid based on
advanced microcapsule technology. With high load active ingredient.
Why the choice at this season;
The capsule wall ensures the
active ingredient is better
protected and less sensitive
to evaporation and photo
degradation; there is low
dependency on temperature
and therefore efficacy/effect
ensured at high temperature
There is long residual activity on
the target pests, up to 15days.
Difference in capsule sizes results
in quick knock down
High
active
ingredient
concentration,
covers
more
hectare/ liter. 175m/Ha
Favorable toxicity classification,
WHO class III. Less risk to operator
This advanced technology is available
at Elgon Kenya, where we transform
farms and life through technology.
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Noticeboard

Staff Noticeboard
Another season, another milestone and the Elgon Kenya family keeps getting bigger, better and dedicated. In this edition,
we welcome new members of staff to our family. With impressive credentials and a proven track record of high quality work,
result oriented performance and missionary zeal, we welcome them to our family and are confident they will play a key role
in upholding Elgon Kenya to the pride of place it comfortably sits in as the agro input powerhouse in East and Central Africa.

Mit Gudka, Regional Financial Controller, CA

Mit Gudka recently joined Elgon Kenya Ltd as the Regional Financial Controller
covering operations of the company in Kenya and its regional offices in Tanzania,
Uganda, Zambia and Ethiopia. Prior to this, he was residing in Australia for the
last 16 years where he amassed over 13 years of solid experience in management,
consulting, financial controlling, accounting, audit, fraud intelligence, compliance
and reporting. He was responsible for managing a portfolio of clients with
Balance Sheet equities in excess of AUD$ 14 billion (Kshs 1.12 trillion) across a
broad spectrum of industries which included government, banking, real estate,
construction, mining, freight forwarding, import, export and Non-Government
Organisations (NGOs).
His professional background includes qualifying as a Chartered Accountant since
2009 and Registered Company Auditor since 2015 in Australia. As part of extracurricular activities, Mit was involved with Toastmasters International in Australia for
over 2 years to further communication and leadership skill development and
won numerous awards.
Joining Elgon Kenya has been an interesting transition for Mit into the commercial world in Kenya and work with top-level
executives, communicate technical knowledge in an easy way and solve business challenges. In a world of constant change,
the market needs business leaders who are trusted for their knowledge, professionalism and adaptability. Mit is cognisant of
the fact that Chartered Accountants are highly sought after for their ability to lead businesses through complex issues and
decision making; their analytical reasoning; their strong work ethic and professional integrity. He looks forward to contribute
his years of international and professional experience to benefit Elgon Kenya and its affiliates and lead the companies to a
brighter future ahead.

Michael kipng'etich kirui - Agronomist Central Rift
Michael joins Elgon Kenya as an agronomist handling the Central Rift Region
area specifically Bahati, Nakuru and Marigat.
A graduate with a certificate in Sustainable Agriculture and Rural Development
from Baraka Agricultural College in Molo, Michael has a rich work experience
that started in Ngong’ongeri Farm in Njoro where he worked for two years. He
later joined Menengai Enterprises Limited Nakuru, an agrochemical and seed
company for four years. Here, he got an opportunity to meet, interact and
share ideas with farmers and agronomists from different parts of the country
and different companies. These interactions sharpened his skills on crop
production and various problems farmers contend with while offering them
lasting solutions.
“Elgon Kenya is a supermarket for farmers and unique in assisting farmers
access top of the class farming inputs. It is a company so crucial in the food
security agenda of the country and region and I am overly honoured to get the
opportunity of working with Elgon Kenya. Through my hard work, integrity,
team spirit and self-motivation we will be able to achieve the objectives of the company. My responsibility must be
viewed in light of many and not myself,” said Michael.
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Nidhi Premal Bhatt: Debt Management Small Scale Division
Elgon Kenya is honoured to welcome on board Nidhi Premal Bhatt who joins the
company in debt management portfolio at the Small scale division. Nidhi, who holds
a Bachelors degree in Commerce, Accounting and Auditing options, and a Masters
degree from the University of Baroda, has over five years’ experience working in the
floriculture industry in India, Uganda and Kenya. “I am overly excited to be joining
Elgon Kenya at a time when the company is making tremendous leaps that are having a
great impact on the agricultural sector and Kenya’s wellbeing in general. I look forward
to a great experience and in playing my part to make this country great for ourselves
and our children,” Nidhi said.

Dickson Kibet Rotich: Sales Representative, Kericho
Dickson joins Elgon Kenya as a Sales Representative attached to Kericho Region.
He is charged with fast marketing of the company products and securing of new
markets. He is a holder of a Bachelor of Science Degree in Horticulture from the
Jomo Kenyatta University of Agriculture and Technology.
Dickson has vast experience in marketing of farm products having had stints at
Farmer’s World and Kenagro Suppliers Ltd, both in Nakuru.
To Dickson, marketing isn’t just a job, but a way of life. In particular, he finds it
exciting to offer farmers solutions to farming and also offering specialized advice
to the clients. “I am thrilled to not only put into practice my knowledge gained
through a rigorous and purposive classroom training and field research, but also be
of worthy service to our organization’s clientele at the same time enabling the organization realize its goals. Together I believe we’ll
achieve high standards in food security and animal health, Elgon Kenya is the way and I’m proud to assume a proactive role,” He
said.

Charles Thuku..Agronomist
An agriculture graduate from Meru University, Charles Thuku joins Elgon as An Agronomist
handling both seeds and chemicals in small scale business. He has worked in various fields
including KTDA .Bayer E .A. Majie-chemie. "I join Elgon Kenya at a time when the economy
of the country largely depends on agriculture, the success of the small scale-farmers
would certainly mean a better economy. Old farming methods and redundant cultural
practices are some of the factors that have stalled this crucial sector that would otherwise
be propelling the country towards achieving food security. With human population of the
world expected to hit 10 billion by 2050 I believe that the future depends on Agriculture
and its high time we re-evaluate the sector and diversify our Menu. I look forward to
working with Elgon Kenya to assist smallholder farmers and help the country achieve this
dream"he said.

John Chege, Sales Agronomist

Chege’s new role at Elgon Kenya will be hanlding small scale and retail
customers as a Sales Agronomist. His strong background as a graduate from
Egerton University with a Bachelors degree in agribusiness together with years
of experience and skills in sales which will be a strong asset to Elgon Kenya.
“I am glad to work with a company which has dedicated its effort in changing
the lives of our farmers,” Chege said.
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Hans Zwager story

Celebration of the life of the pioneer of Kenya
flowers; Hans Zwager

F

amily, staff, friends and relatives
gathered at the Oserian Stadium
in Naivasha on December 20, 2016
to celebrate the life of the pioneer
of the Kenya flower industry Johannes
Ewaldus Maria Zwager popularly known
as Hans Zwager who has passed on at
the age of 90.
Hans Zwager founded leading flower
export farm, Oserian Development
Company in the early 80s marking the
beginning of a business which would
drive an industry to grow into one of
the top export earners for Kenya – a
key employer and driver of a major
social-economic transformation in the
region. An estimated two million people
depend on the flower industry today
through direct and indirect employment
at both the farm and across the value
chain.
To celebrate the legacy left behind by
Hans Zwager, an afternoon and evening
of entertainment was organized by the
Oserian family to give their hero a
befitting send off, said Kirimi Mpungu,
the firm’s director of administration.
Speaking at the event, a former worker
and sitting Narok East MP, Lemaken
Aramat, said Oserian gave him the
foundation he needed to be a lawmaker.
The legislator served as the farm’s
Maasai Community Liason Officer, a
position that enabled him to create
useful grassroots connection with
people who voted him to Parliament in
2013.

fireworks – this was a fitting celebration
by the Oserian community of the life of
a man whose vision has truly touched
the lives of hundreds of thousands
Kenyans and probably millions of others
around the globe.
Hans was born in the Netherlands in
1926 but arrived in Kenya to start up
ABN bank in Nairobi in the early 1950s.
Here he met June Patricia Ashworth and
after a short whirlwind romance, they
married.
Hans and June started their own
business of importing agricultural spare
parts and chemicals for agricultural
crops. Hans recognized that newly
independent Kenya had a huge
agricultural potential and would need
support services, so he set up Kleenway
Chemicals in Nairobi and Antipest Ltd in
Mombasa in the 1960s.
Hans purchased Oserian Farm in 1969,
which was a cattle ranch with 16
employees. Using his enterprise and
his appetite for risk, Hans established a
new concept – flowers for export. Later
his pioneering work led him to develop
Geothermal Energy at Oserian, which
now provides electric power to the
entire farm and uses geothermal heat
to control diseases in the rose houses,

The Late Hans Zwager with two medals,
Moran of the Burning Spear and The Order
of Orange-Nassau, that he received for his
contribution to society.

which has greatly reduced the need for
chemical fungicides.
In 1978 he built a factory that produced
the first locally manufactured knapsack
sprayers in Kenya. The Dutch designed
Hobra Sprayers were enthusiastically
welcomed by small-scale farmers as
spare parts and repairs were now always
locally available.

Peter Zwager, Chairman and son of the
late Hans Zwager said his father sowed
the seeds of the flower industry from
bare lands near Lake Naivasha to grow
the beautiful flowers we are proud of
today.
The workers’ children were entertained
in the morning with bouncing castles
and children’s comedy to usher in an
afternoon of songs by choirs and bands
which culminated in the final salute
to Mzee with a magnificent display of
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FORMIDABLE PARTNERSHIP: Baiju Kantaria, Elgon Kenya director chats with Oserian
Development Company Limited Chairman Peter Zwager during 2016 International Flower
Trade Expo IFTEX
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Hans was one of the leading
entrepreneurial pioneers in Kenyan
horticulture and Oserian soon became
the model for flower export to the Dutch
and EU markets. Hans started up the TFA
(Tele Flower Auction) in the Netherlands,
the first electronic flower auction in the
world, designed to promote and support
the Kenyan flower exporters. He also saw
the opportunity to trade flowers directly
to the UK supermarkets and established
World Flowers in 1989, allowing Kenyan
farmers to trade directly with the
European High Street superstores.
As Oserian expanded and thrived, he
encouraged the development of a social
complex, which included housing for
6000 employees and their families.
Today Oserian is one of the most socially
conscious businesses in the Country with
crèches, primary and secondary schools
and health care for thousands of children
and adults.
Hans was committed not only to business
but had long sought for a sustainable
harmony between agriculture and the
environment. In 1995 he created a
18,000 acre sanctuary to protect the
local wildlife and ecosystem. Today,
Oserian Farm and its green houses are
surrounded by wildlife, which Hans saw
as a fitting tribute to the beauty of
Kenya.

Seated: June Zwager, the co-founder of Oserian Development Company with her children
Peter Zwager, Lienette Thomson- Zwager and other family members (standing) during the
celebration of the life of the Late Hans Zwager in December 2016

His zeal and dedication to the Kenya
horticulture industry would not go
unnoticed. In 1998, the former President
of Kenya, the Honourable Daniel Arap
Moi, presented Hans Zwager Kenya’s
Medal of Honour, the ‘Moran of the
Burning Spear’in recognition for his role
in directly developing what had by then
become a corner stone of the Kenyan
economy.
Hans was also presented with The
Order of Orange-Nassau by His Royal
Highness King William Alexander of the
Netherlands for his services to society.
The medal, a Military and Civil Order
of Chivalry, was founded in 1892 by the
Queen Regent Emma of Netherlands.
Then Ambassador for the Netherlands,
Mr Joost Reintjes presented the medal
at a prestigious ceremony hosted at the
Royal Netherlands Residency in Nairobi.

June Zwager, the co-founder of Oserian Development Company with her son Peter Zwager
during the celebration of the life of the Late Hans Zwager in December 2016
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Agriculture Oscars of Kenya

STAFF Noticeboard

The National Farmers Awards...four years on
that started with call for application.
Judges traversed rough terrains across
the country with a view to identifying
the industry’s very best.

A

n
evidently
jubilated
Michael Ochieng Laro tightly
clutching his sparkling trophy
and struggling to speak as
ululations and lauds of applause
drowned his speech best captured
the mood at the fourth edition of
the National Farmers Awards gala
dinner last November at Laico
Regency. Michael, a winner, Farmers
With Disabilities category who
emerged winner in the physically
challenged persons category had
trumped hundreds of applicants to
emerge top farmer in the country for
creating a farming enterprise from his
wheelchair.
Michael was among 23 winners from
eight different categories who were
rewarded in a red carpet event that
was graced by the Cabinet Secretary,
Agriculture, Fisheries & Livestock
Hon. Willy Bett among other key
dignitaries.
“This is one of the moments that I
never want to end. This means the
world to me, and the beauty of it is
that I have been rewarded for doing
what I love,” said Michael.
The gala dinner was the culmination of
over six months of the judging process
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Last year the competition received
over 50,000 applications, 20,000
more compared to the year 2015.
The pioneering edition had 8,000
entries, rubberstamping the growing
importance of the scheme. “It is quite
a huge honour to be here tonight. I
feel overly excited that an idea we
hatched four years ago would grow
this big. It has overwhelmed us. We
first toyed with this idea inspired by
the need to celebrate our farmers
who toil days on end to keep us fed
yet no one recognizes them. While
we have achieved that, the award
has metamorphosed into a university
of a kind, where winners, besides
being soil celebrities, have gone on
to inspire many more into farming,
creating an impressive revolution,”
said Mr. Bimal Kantaria, the patron of
the National Farmers Awards.
Drawn from all the counties, hundreds
of farmers attended the gala dinner,
where song, dance and merry making
took center stage. “If you are a farmer
and you know it clap your hands,” the
evening’s Master of Ceremony Sammy
Mbau set the mood right with a song
to a wild applause and chorus by the
invited guests.
The organizers ensured everything was
meticulously planned from the sitting
arrangement to the cuisine. And when
the guests had done a jig or two to
celebrate the vocation of farming, it
was a down to business.
“It has been such a heartwarming
journey and one we are proud to have
walked. The judges have reported
such beautiful stories of resilience,
hardwork and tenacity in our farmers
as they moved across the country. In
these awards, everyone is a winner,
and we set them to celebrate all of
you while setting the stage for a meet
that discusses key issues in agriculture
and how best we can feed our people.
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At Elgon Kenya it is what we live for,”
said Mr. Kantaria amid cheers from the
crowd.
The awards’ stellar performance
has also been attributed to the
growing partnership between Elgon
Kenya, and the government of Kenya
through the Ministry of Agriculture,
a
relationship
the
agriculture
cabinet secretary lauded as key in
realizing a hunger free Kenya. “The
National Farmers Awards Scheme is
a collaborative event between the
Ministry of Agriculture, Livestock
and Fisheries and Elgon Kenya. This
partnershipseeks to recognize and
promote commercialization of the
agriculture industry in the Country. It
underscores the fact that agricultural
growth and development is crucial to
Kenya’s overall economic and social
development within the context of the
Country’s Vision 2030,” the Minister
said while delivering his keynote
speech.
Other partners in the awards included
BASF, Dupont, Excel Crop Care and
Arysta Lifescience.
The award also saw the winners in
the youth, women and physically
challenged categories receive their
awards from President Uhuru Kenyatta
during the 2016 Nairobi International
Trade Fair.
The county governments also received
praise for their supporting in judging
entries at the counties levels. “I urge
our CECs in the winning participating
Counties to use the winners as
models to show-case the potential
of transforming our agriculture from
subsistence practices to commercially
and market-oriented farming that is
driven by agribusiness,” the Minister
said.
And as the curtains came down on the
awards, industry players now look to
another year and even more influence
of the winners on more Kenyans to
join the smart farming bandwagon
especially the youth.

Oldest staff

The flower sleeve girl who found a home and
purpose at Elgon Kenya
“Every day was a
learning experience
and that is why I
always looked forward
to coming to work”
said Joyce Masidza

J

oyce Masidza Shamallah has
walked through the gates of
Elgon Kenya every morning for
the last 24 years and has seen
many things change; offices, staff
and management. But never has her
dedication to the company wavered
an inch since she first set foot in the
company once chilly morning.
When Joyce cleared high school like
any school leaver she mulled what
she could with her life. The prospects
of furthering her studies were dim
partly because there wasn’t enough
money to educate her. But her resolve
to create a better future for herself
saw her approach her cousin who
was working at a telecommunication
company as an installation engineer.
In the sleepy RedHill area of Kiambu
a company, GD Brothers a company
involved in packaging was roaring
and had built itself a name for quality
while acquiring a soft spot among the
locals in Red Hill for giving them jobs.
It would be a matter of time before
Joyce landed a job in the company
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as an assistant machine attendant, a
job she dedicated her enthusiasm in
executing. “It was a huge pleasure to
get employment at GD and Brothers.
The management there under the
stewardship of Rajni Kantaria made
us all feel part of the company. Mr.
Kantaria would take time to visit us
at the factory, have a word with us
and would ordinarily stop you when
you met him in the corridors to check
on how your family was doing. I knew
this is where I belonged,” said Joyce.
True to her word, when the company
moved from Redhill to Nairobi upon
acquiring land, and rebranded to
Prestige Packaging, Joyce stayed on,
in what she describes as a journey
that saw not only the company
grow but herself. “Every day was a
learning experience and that is why
I always looked forward to coming to
work,” she added.
When the company rebranded to
Elgon Kenya in 2008 and there was a
change in management with Mr. Bimal
Kantaria and Baiju Kantaria now at
the front seat, Joyce says things kept
getting better. According to her, the
legacy Mr. Rajni had established and
embraced was transferred to the two
directors who she says have been a
breath of fresh air to the company.
Joyce still work at the flower sleeves
department, a job she says is no
longer a 7am to 5pm routine but a
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calling and way of life she has happily
embraced. “I have grown with this
company since I was a young girl. I
got married, got children and have
educated my children through this
job. But most importantly I have
grown career wise with Elgon Kenya,”
said the mother of four whose first
child is at the final year pursuing a
degree in Tourism and Hospitality at
Kenyatta University.
In her line of duty, she says, she has
interacted with thousands of fellow
staff, management and visitors
and understands why Elgon Kenya
continues to tower in repute. “It is
not just about being the supplier of
the best products in the market. It is
also about how the company treats its
people. I have on so many occasions
felt not as a mere employer but as a
family because of the attention the
company gives to its staff starting
with the management,” she said.
One such instance, she recalls is
when she had a problem with fees
for one of her children and wanted
some assistance .When she went to
the director’s secretary she thought
she would pass the information to the
secretary who would communicate
it to the director, but was shocked
when she was ushered to Mr. Bimal
Kantaria’s office to talk to him. “I
didn’t know what to tell him. He was
there listening to me attentively and
I was at first fumbling because I had
never imagined I would get his ear
at such a close level. He assisted me
and I am grateful to him for the far
my children are in their studies,” she
said lauding the company’s open door
policy towards its staff.
“Sometimes I am unsure of some
things, but all the time I am sure
of one thing, I am in Elgon Kenya to
stay,” she said when asked how longer
she intended to continue working at
Elgon Kenya
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www.elgonkenya.com

Elgon Kenya appointed DuPont maize seed distributor in Kenya
Brings PANNAR maize variety to more farmer’s in Kenya
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